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Advertiser’s announcement

Without collecting data on equipment, operators don’t know what the trends really are. It’s time to let
customers dictate the fitness trends, not operators and suppliers.
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Bang on trend?
Rory McGown
LIKE any sector, the fitness industry
is subject to trends. In most industries, customers decide which products and services they want and
drive a trend by demanding more of
them.
Operators respond by creating
more products and services to meet
that demand and so the trend continues. However, in the fitness
industry, it is the operator, not the
consumer, who determines the
trend, which is why they so often
they get it wrong – investing in
equipment that just doesn’t get
used.
Why does this happen? It’s simple –
operators don’t know what their customers want because they don’t
measure it. So, instead of basing
their purchasing decisions on customer demand, operators make this
critical judgement based on what
they see at trade shows and what
they read in the industry media.
They look at what other operators
are buying and follow suit.
Essentially, trends in the fitness
industry are determined by what
suppliers are selling.
A good example of this is the current craze for functional equipment.
Operators feel they have to offer a
functional area in their gym because
everyone else has one. This year’s
FIBO was full of functional equipment. Any operators visiting the
show without a functional equipment offer would understandably
come away feeling they are missing
out a key trend, but the statistics say
otherwise.
When I speak to gym managers,
they all tell me that functional kit is
popular among their members and
is very well used, but the data tells a
very different story. In fact, in the
majority of cases, usage of functional equipment is very low.
One operator we worked with had
invested £20,000 in a functional rig
with all the accessories including a
TRX, cables, punch bag etc. We
measured everything on the rig,
including the classes, and found that

it was only being used for 70 hours a
week. To put that into context, a single bench in a busy gym will be used
for 70 hours a week. And half of the
usage on this rig came from two
cables and the punch bag.
If I was an operator, I’d expect a lot
more customer usage for £20,000. As
it currently stands, the rig represents
a very low return on investment for
the operator.
As well as measuring equipment
usage, we count the number of people using equipment and we consistently find that outside of classes,
functional areas are underutilised.
On top of this, customer demand for
functional equipment is not growing. Many of our re-studies show
that usage of functional kit is actually falling.
Yet operators continue to buy more
functional equipment, despite low
and in some cases, reducing
demand for it.
It’s the classic example of a push
trend. Operators are pushing functional equipment onto their cus-

tomers, because in the absence of
any data, they believe this is what
their members want. So, we have a
disconnect between what suppliers
are selling/operators are buying and
what customers are actually using.
And this ultimately means that
many operators are wasting money
investing in functional equipment
that their members don’t want or
use.
Without measuring equipment
usage, operators have no baseline to
gauge customer demand. They don’t
know how a trend is moving. They
are sitting in the middle of nowhere,
not knowing anything – and that can
be expensive.
What they should be doing is
allowing their customers to dictate
trends – a pull trend. They should
invest in the products their customers want, not the products suppliers want to sell more of.
Many of the operators we are
working with are doing just that.
Using data collected by GYMetrix
and following our recommenda-

tions, they are responding to customers’ demands and doubling,
even tripling the size of their free
weights areas resulting in rising customer satisfaction and membership
numbers.
By responding to a pull trend, they
are seeing a high return on investment compared to those operators
who continue to push trends – currently, functional equipment – on to
their customers.
Time and time again, our studies
show that it’s free weights that customers want, not functional equipment.
And a lot of that demand is coming
from women who not only want
more free weights, but also want
female-friendly free weight areas.
Such is the demand, that I believe
usage of free weights among females
in the next three years will be greater
than the total usage of functional
equipment among both male and
females. And I’m basing that call on
data and nothing else!
www.gymetrix.co.uk
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